3705 Cooling Fan

SKU: KAC-V2-002

What's In The Box
- 3705 Cooling Fan
- Screw Mounting Set

- Not Included
  - Edge Heatsink
  - New VIM Heatsink
  - New VIM Heatsink II
Features:
- High Airflow
- Super Quiet
- 10cm Wire

Schematics:
- 3D CAD Files

Compatibility:
- Edge
- Edge-V
- VIM3 v12
- VIM2 v14
- VIM1 v14
- Edge Heatsink
- New VIM Heatsink

Compatible with Modification:
- DIY Case (raise the top cover by 1-2mm using spacers)

Incompatible:
- VIM1 (prior to v14)
- VIM2 (v12 and earlier)
- Original VIM Heatsink

In the Box:
- 3705 Cooling Fan
- M1.4 Screws x4

https://www.khadas.com/product-page/3705-cooling-fan/6-29-20